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We are the 



Join us in celebrating our
nation's Change Makers

 
Our vision is for volunteering to

be at the heart of Australian
communities



Driven to contribute to the greater good
Passionate about causes they care about
Turn their passions into purpose
The force behind social change
Give their time and energy to make a difference

What is a Change Maker?

A Change Maker is someone who takes
action to make the world a better place  

Change makers are:

Volunteers are Change Makers



Six types of Change Makers

The Caregiver supports and
empowers others. They are caring,
nurturing and make a difference in

people’s lives and communities.
 

The Guardian is a caretaker of the
natural world. They look after the
earth and are passionate about

the environment.
 

The Communicator speaks up and
challenges systemic injustices.

They are leading movements and
advocating for social change.

 

The Defender stands up in the face
of emergencies. They are vigilant

and act in times of need to protect
and serve the community.

.

The Energiser is passionate about
community. They channel their

energy into teaching new skills and
building enduring collaborations.

 

The Inquirer investigates problems
and looks for solutions. They are keen

researchers and make a difference
through education and knowledge.

 

Are you one of the above? Or are you a another type of Change Maker?
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How to look for volunteering opportunities
and begin your Change Maker journey
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